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YOU ARE SKIN TYPE 4 

Sl<in that is sensitive 

and often oily with 

occasional breakouts 

Download My Results 

We've Got the Solution 
Explore products our experts recommend based on your skin type 
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Clogged Pores 

® . � . 
Large Pores Severe Acne 

MicrodermMD 

Our crowd-favorite microdermabrasion 

system acts as a gentle vacuum for your 

face; removing dead and dull skin, 

unclogging pores, minimizing fine lines, 

tightening the skin, and reducing signs of 

sun-damage. Begin by using our sensitive 

mode and work up to greater suction if your 

skin feels ready. Use this device 3-5 times a 

week in the evening and you will be amazed 

by the results. Just read the reviews. 

$299 Shop Now 

RejuvaliteMD 

Our #1 recommendation for reducing 

signs of aging is RejuvaliteMD. This high

power, FDA-cleared LED treatment 

lightens age spots, reduces fine lines and 

wrinkles, and improves skin elasticity and 

firmness. Looking to prevent aging lines, 

or just want a radiant-from-within glow? 

Look no further. 

$249 Shop Now 
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Sensitive Skin Aging Skin 

Ultrasonic Skin Spatula 

The key to caring for oily skin and clogged 

pores is to treat them without causing 

irritation. The Skin Spatula uses ultrasonic 

waves to exfoliate and gently remove dead 

skin and clogged pores. After cleansing, the 

Skin Spatula will infuse your favorite serums 

and topicals for better absorption. Use this 

device 3-5 times per week for best results. 

$149 Shop Now 

Fine Tip for sensitive skin 

This fine-grade tip was crafted to give 

those with sensitive skin the same 

opportunity to achieve spa-quality 

results from microdermabrasion 

without discomfort. This tip was made 

with real diamonds. 

$39 Shop Now 

Tips for Healthier Sl<in 
Follow these simple tips for clearer more youthful skin 

Wash 

Wash your face every morning and evening. Keeping skin clean from 

makeup while you sleep will keep the oil produced at night from 

getting trapped in your pores. Likewise, washing your skin in the 

morning will remove an excess oil created overnight. 

Moisturize 

Moisturize with a non-comedogenic moisturizer (meaning it won't 

clog pores). Even your oily skin needs moisture, because moisturized 

and oily are 2 very different things. 

Draw 

Use a clay mask to draw impurities from your pores and also use clay 

as a natural, less-harsh alternative for spot treatment. 

Finish 

Don't pick' However tempting, picking at pimples will only cause 

more problems. Scarring and infection to name two. 
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